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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 381: Replenishing Bone and Growing Flesh Efficacy 

Dandan covered his face as he cried, not daring to look at Xiao Li’s pained and anguished appearance. 

His small face was filled with concerned and frightened tears. 

The Little Golden Dragon sat next to Dandan. He couldn’t help but look towards Hexi with a gaze filled 

with suspicion. 

He was completely convinced that this woman didn’t have the means to be able to save this little fox. 

After all, this nine-tailed fox had no fur, it’s enchanted force was half gone, and it was only at Meridians 

stage. 

But, at this moment, Hexi’s expression became steady and calm. She quickly took out medicine powders 

from her space and sprinkled it into the spiritual spring water. 

These anesthesia medicines were used to numb the nerves. Once they entered the bathing bucket, Xiao 

Li’s cries gradually changed into moans. Only her eyes stayed the same, closed shut from the pain. Her 

body was still twitching intermittently. 

Hexi cautiously and solemnly took the fur out of the jade box. Using spiritual spring water, she carefully 

cleaned it. Then, under the Little Golden Dragon’s astonished gaze, she picked up a ball of yellow 

translucent gelatinous substance from the floor and began slowly smearing it on Xiao Li’s fur. 

Flabbergasted, the Little Golden Dragon questioned, “That, what is that?” 

Hexi’s movements didn’t stop as she quietly replied, “This is nectar from the Thousand Leaf Flower. I 

saw on ancient records, there was a replenishing bone and growing flesh efficacy. It’s just that, 

according to ancient records, this flower is extinct in Miluo Continent. It’s said that, as long as you smear 

this nectar and a large quantity of replenishing spiritual energy medications, you can regrow the limbs of 

martial artists. Don’t even mention re-binding skin and meat.” 

Finished speaking, Hexi no longer paid any mind to the Little Golden Dragon’s astonished gaze. She took 

the fur, that had been cleaned by the spiritual spring water and had Thousand Leaf Flower nectar 

smeared on it, out of the spiritual spring water. 

Soon after, Hexi’s hands began to move faster. 

She carefully and quickly covered Xiao Li’s body with the fur, allowing every inch of the body to be 

completely joined together by the fur. 

Following that, with the flick of her wrist, ten silver needles appeared at her fingertips. One after 

another, they entered each of Xiao Li’s major acupuncture points. 

After the time it took to burn a stick of incense passed, Xiao Li’s body was densely packed with 

numerous silver needles. And Hexi’s complexion turned pale, she had used passed the limit for her 

spiritual energy. 
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The spiritual spring water in the bucket, for some unknown reason, began to lightly boil. As time passed, 

the fur that had been draped over Xiao Li’s body also began to slowly truly combine together with her 

body. 

Xiao Li’s originally tightly closed eyes began to slowly open and upon seeing Hexi’s silhouette, her eyes 

brightened. “Miss…… You…… You came back……” 

Hexi nodded her head. “Yes, I came back. Xiao Li, refrain from talking for now and obediently turn 

around your enchanted force, allow your body to recover.” 

Dense pain and guilt rose in Xiao Li’s eyes. Her voice trembled as she said, “Miss, I couldn’t save Wet 

Nurse Chen and couldn’t save Bie Courtyard’s people. You gave Bie Courtyard to me, but I…… Forgive 

me, I’m no good……” 

“Xiao Li, don’t talk anymore!” Hexi’s hands tightly clenched into fists, hoarsely saying, “Xi Jia and the 

others didn’t die, I already brought them back to life. All you need to do right now is keep on living, stay 

by my side, and wait for your gege to come back.” 

“Xi Jia…… didn’t die. Too…… Too good……” At this moment, Xiao Li clearly had the appearance of a little 

fox as her face flashed with a brilliant smile. “Miss is truly too awesome…… I really admire you, to be 

able to continue and follow by Miss’s side…… I…… I want to always follow by Miss’s side…… And gege…… 

We will never seperate……” 
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 “But…… But…… ke ke……” Xiao Li let out two coughs and her voice became more and more muffled. 

“But it seems impossible, my enchanted force is already broken…… There’s no way I can continue to stay 

by Miss’s side…… I’m sorry…… I’m sorry, Miss!” 

“But, to be able to become a person in this lifetime, meet gege, and Miss. Xiao Li…… Xiao Li doesn’t 

regret it one bit, doesn’t feel sad at all…… Miss, thank…… you……” 

As she was speaking, Xiao Li’s voice became weaker and weaker. The little fox’s body slowly submerged 

deeper into the spiritual spring water. 

The enchanted force on her body scattered at a speed visible to the naked eye. In the wake of her 

enchanted force disappearing, the fur on her body became darker and darker. Her life’s breath also 

gradually faded away. 

“Xiao Li jiejie– –!!” Dandan cried, wanting to throw himself over there, but he was firmly held back by 

the Little Golden Dragon. 

The Little Golden Dragon’s facial expression also showed grief. 

At this moment, Hexi blankly stood in one place. Her teeth bit down on her lip, and even after her lip 

split, she didn’t notice. 

Suddenly, a brilliant light shone in her eyes and a purple undercurrent violently surged up. The voice 

that came out was determined and sounded like crashing ice crystals. “Xiao Li, I already previously said 

that I would protect you from death, so I certainly won’t let you dissipate from this world!” 
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“If I, Nalan Hexi, can’t even protect the people by my side, what’s the point of my second life!!” 

When she finished speaking, Hexi suddenly took out a knife and cut the hollow of her palm. 

But after she injured her palm, no blood flowed out. Instead, there was a dim red glow around the 

wound, circling around the surrounding area. 

A moment later, the dim red glow scattered and a drop of diluted gold slowly seeped out of the wound 

on her palm, dripping onto Xiao Li’s body. 

Momentarily, the smell of blood filled the air and the rich spiritual qi permeated the room. 

This was a martial artist’s blood essence. 

The blood had just dripped onto Xiao Li’s body when Hexi’s fingers rapidly joined together, forming an 

image. 

After the image was formed, Xiao Li’s body emitted dim, red rays of light. The dim, red ray of light 

appeared to be like her enchanted force, scattering out. But, it also seemed to be portraying a totem. 

Hexi’s expression became extremely grave. The image formed into a lotus flower, it’s profound voice 

yelled two characters: “Form a contract!!” 

Right after the voice fell, the dim, red rays on Xiao Li’s body suddenly went into Hexi’s body. 

Subsequently, it slowly condensed into a little pattern, that resembled the nine-tailed fox, on her palm. 

It was just that, the pattern, very quickly, disappeared without a trace. 

And Xiao Li, whose enchanted force was previously, completely depleted and on the verge of death, 

slowly received rays of light on her body. Her breaths also gradually picked up again. 

Upon seeing Xiao Li come back to life, Dandan happily bounced and hopped, scuttling over to Xiao Li’s 

side. Circling around the bathing bucket, he said, “Mother, you’re really too awesome! Xiao Li jiejie is 

alive, she really managed to stay alive, too great!” 

But, having watched the scene from start to finish, the Little Golden Dragon’s eyes were filled with shock 

and astonishment. 

Hexi, she…… she unexpectedly created a life and death contract with the nine-tailed fox. And it wasn’t 

an ordinary master and pet contract, it was one that shared the master’s fate and vitality with the 

spiritual pet. 

In other words, if the nine-tailed fox was ever on the verge of dying, Hexi would give her vitality to her, 

allowing her to survive. 

Naturally, it goes the other way as well. If Hexi’s vitality was exhausted, the nine-tailed fox would use 

her enchanted force to replenish her (Hexi’s) life. 

This sort of shared life contract didn’t have any advantages, over the last ten million years, nobody had 

ever concluded one because there weren’t any master or pet’s that were willing to sacrifice oneself to 

this degree. 
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Furthermore, this little fox was clearly very weak. For Hexi and her (Xiao Li) to form a contract, it would 

only burden her (Hexi). 

But, Hexi did it. Moreover, she (Hexi) did it without the slightest hesitation. 

The Little Golden Dragon’s mouth opened and closed for awhile, but in the end, he didn’t say anything. 

He was incapable of comprehending Hexi’s decision to sacrifice herself to this extent for the little fox. He 

felt an indescribable feeling. This sort of master was the type that truly deserved to have him follow 

them. 

After determining that Xiao Li’s enchanted force was no longer draining and her life was stable, Hexi 

threw the medicinal bucket containing Xiao Li back into her space. 

Dandan was unwilling to go back, wrapping himself around Hexi’s thigh. His little face was filled with 

righteous indignation. “Mother, you’re going to go fight bad people right? The bastards who acted 

against Xiao Li jiejie like this are simply too abominable. Dandan wants to come with you to fight against 

those bad people!” 

Hexi looked at Dandan’s gleaming eyes that were filled with burning rage and lightly rubbed his head. 

“You can rest assured. Mother will definitely make sure that group of brutes pays the proper price for 

their actions.” 

“It’s just that, Xiao Li jiejie is alone alone in my space. So lonely, ah. And she hasn’t even completely 

recovered from her injury, she needs someone to look after her. Dandan, you obediently stay inside the 

space and look after Xiao Li jiejie, okay?” 

Although Dandan’s origin wasn’t ordinary, he was extremely weak currently. Just now, he had watched 

on helplessly as Xiao Li endured hardship. How could she let her own darling suffer hardship? 

So, Hexi could only use these words to divert Dandan’s attention. After all, Dandan was most concerned 

with Xiao Li’s fate at the moment. 

Sure enough, after Dandan listened to her words, an embarrassed expression showed on his face. 

“Dandan wants to accompany Xiao Li jiejie and wants to look after Xiao Li jiejie. But Dandan also wants 

to be at Mother’s side to fight against the bad people together……” 

The Little Golden Dragon who off to the side and had been silent up until now suddenly said, “I’ll 

accompany lao da [1] to teach a lesson to that group of bad people. Dandan, you obediently stay in the 

space and look after the little fox.” 

Dandan was startled, turning his head to look at the Little Golden Dragon. Hexi knit her brow and was 

just about to refuse. 

The Little Golden Dragon flew into the air and promptly lifted his head up. “Don’t underestimate me. 

Ever since I ate the Divine Dragon Fruit, my strength has improved by a lot. Although I’m not lao da’s 

rival, ordinary martial artists at Foundation Establishment stage or Meridians stage are almost the same 

as garbage to me. I can kill them as I wish.” 
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“Lao da, you deal with the main culprits while I stay to the side and tidy up those hired thugs and 

hunting dogs. This is okay right?” 

The words that the Little Golden Dragon actually caused Hexi to become distracted. 

This fellow, whether it was inside the Secret Territory or outside it, liked being called by women and 

girls. Now, he has so honestly called her lao da without any mocking or teasing meaning, causing her to 

be unaccustomed to it. 

But, the Little Golden Dragon wasn’t wrong. This Other Courtyard clearly had experts inside it, if these 

experts were at Meridians stage, it would still be fine. But, if they were at Gold Core stage, it would be 

difficult for her to manage fighting them when she was alone. 

If other bodyguards swarmed around her, even if she had an enormous amount of ability, nothing could 

be done to take revenge. 

Hexi nodded her head. “OK, you can follow by my side. Just remember, if there’s danger, immediately 

run. Don’t pull my leg. [2]” 

The Little Golden Dragon’s face twisted, thinking: Benzung is a grand golden dragon who’s acting as your 

supporting person. Yet you still suspect that I’ll hold you back, this woman was simply…… Simply too…… 

Ai, forget it. Who told her to be the lao da he personally approved! 

The Little Golden Dragon’s face was filled with resentment. But in the end, he didn’t say anything, 

rather, he just silently nodded his head. 
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Hexi rubbed Dandan’s head, this time, Dandan didn’t continue being willful. Instead, he grabbed Hexi’s 

finger, obediently nodding his head. “Mother, I will take good care of Xiao Li jiejie. You must take 

revenge for Xiao Li jiejie, o!” 

Dandan quickly returned back to her space and Hexi left the Purple Abyss Vine’s enchanted boundary. 

Slowly, she walked deeper inside the prison. 

Before going to look for the main culprits to take revenge, she wanted to see what shady business these 

people were conducting in the prison. 

This sort of thick smell of blood and putrid smell wouldn’t come from merely killing a few people. 

Hexi had already previously mentally prepared herself. But when she walked into the deepest part of 

the basement, the scene in front of her shocked her so much, her breathing stopped for a few moment. 

Just after turning a corner, Hexi heard the sound of a child crying. 

At this moment, several men wearing eccentric clothes were in the process of tying two young children 

to a stone table. Soon after, they (the guards) cut open their (the children’s) stomachs, but she couldn’t 

see what they were moving around in there. 
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Those two children were no more than five or six years old and had their chest opened and stomach 

split without any anesthesia. That sort of pain was definitely not something they could endure. 

The sound of heartbreaking crying which made people worriedly pray rung out. “So painful, daddy, I’m 

very hurt. Save me……” 

But the crying became weaker and weaker. In the span of a few short breaths, it turned into pained 

whimpers. Soon after, a brief shriek sounded out before it turned silent. 

Among the oddly dressed group of men, one shook his head and angrily said, “Unexpectedly, the fog 

grass failed again. This Shi Long grass seed is too difficult to grow. Upon contact with nearly every 

medicinal fertilizer, this seed will get swallowed by the dantian. Even a fragrant incense can’t survive!” 

Another person said, “These two children are considered good, they were able to survive past the time 

it took to burn a stick of incense. Ze ze…… their entire stomach got engulfed by the Shi Long grass. That 

manner is too wretched!” 

“It seems like the younger the child is, the great chance they have of surviving. Next time, we’ll test it on 

a newborn infant” 

“Correct! Correct! It’s best if the parents are also Foundation Establishment stage. So the infant can 

certainly support the Shi Ling grass seed until it buds.” 

The scene in front of Hexi caused her eyes to contract. 

The boy and girl laying on the stone bed* had long since already stopped breathing. Their stomach had 

been pried wide open and inside their stomach there were two gray blades of grass leaves reaching out. 

It’s just that, they apparently seemed to have already withered, softly hanging to the side. 

The two children lying on the stone bed had faces filled with anxiety and alarm. They were so small. 

They still hadn’t understood the dirty and frightening things in this world, nor had they enjoyed the 

beauty of life before their lives had been taken away in the most painful manner. 

Step by step, Hexi began walking forward. And at this moment, the group of men, surrounding the 

corpses of the two children, also discovered Hexi’s presence. 

“Who are you?! Don’t you know this is a restricted area? Who allowed you to casually come in here?” 

Hexi’s eyes were ice cold and her hands didn’t hesitate. In an instant, a purple vine flew out. The sharp 

tip of the solid vine entered inside these people’s bodies, making “pu pu” sounds. 

These oddly dressed males didn’t even have time to groan before they got turned into dried corpses by 

the purple vine. 

Hexi walked up to the two children’s corpses, dazedly staring at them for a moment. Soon after, she 

extended her hand to softly close their two eyes. 

“Lao da, lao da, quickly come. Come…… Come look at these……” 

*I’m unsure why the author said stone bed when she originally said stone table, but we’ll just go with it I 

suppose 
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The Little Golden Dragon who had originally volunteered to clear out all the miscellaneous people in the 

underground prison suddenly let out an alarmed yell. 

Hexi’s figure flashed and appeared next to the Little Golden Dragon’s side. 

She was just about to ask the Little Golden Dragon what was going on when Hexi saw the scene before 

her. Her mouth was wide open and she was unable to say anything for half a day. 

This underground prison had a place to interrogate and torture prisoners and the large site that she had 

just encountered with the “operating table”. But the prison’s deepest area had a tightly closed door. 

When this door was opened, what appeared was a world as terrifying and cruel as Hell. 

She only saw every room had a collecting spirit spell. Inside each spell, there was a stone bed and each 

stone bed had a creature laying down on it. 

Some of these creatures were human and others were magical beasts. But what caused people to 

become overwhelmed with horror was that these people and magical beasts had various kinds of spirit 

plants growing all over their body. 

These spirit plants grew out of their mouth, eyes, nose, and some others were coming out of their skin. 

These spirit plants were bright and gently swaying around in the spell. Apparently, they received an 

enormous amount of nourishment in the spell. 

And the people who had spirit plants crammed in their eyes, ears, mouth and nose. But unfortunately, 

their stomachs were still moving up and down. They were still breathing, they were alive. So much so 

that their expressions showed that they wished they were dead. 

Hexi sucked in a cold breath, slowly saying, “These brutes, are they really worthy to be called human?” 

Hexi recognized that she was vicious and merciless, cruel and cold to people. But that was only if other 

people angered her. Otherwise, she wouldn’t kill them. She didn’t treat other creatures’ lives as grass, 

trampling over and tormenting them. 

Moreover, the scene in front of her eyes closely resembled the laboratory she rescued her didi from in 

her past life. 

Using people as experimental mice in an experiment. Cutting, maltreating, and torturing as they wished 

just in order to achieve their base. Just in order to fulfill their own greedy desires. 

The Little Golden Dragon was also startled by the scene comparable to Hell in front of him. He shivered, 

his mouth and tongue was dry for half a day before he was able to say anything. 

“I…… I thought that these types of bloody, cruel, and dark methods to raise these bound black spirit 

plants had already become extinct in Miluo Continent.” 

“I didn’t think that these people were so bold, daring to secretly do such inhumane experiments in the 

basement of this desolate residence.” 
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Hexi turned her head, “You know of this experiment?” 

The Little Golden Dragon nodded his head, with a grave expression, he replied, “A thousand years prior, 

there were some martial artists who discovered that martial artists with spiritual energy abundant 

bodies had the best nourishment for bound black spirit plants. Bound black spirit plants were precious 

and hard to look for. They were even more difficult to raise, but they were extremely useful in every 

single aspect.” 

“In order to gain more resources and satisfy their greed, this group of people began capturing all kinds 

of creatures. Without sparing any methods, they began to forcefully raise bound black spirit plants.” 

“The method of forcefully raising the spirit plants are extremely cruel. The martial artists who are used 

as nourishment couldn’t live, nor could they die. [1] While they were alive, they had to bear the pain of 

their body being ripped apart until the nutrients in their bodies were completely taken by the spirit 

plants.” 

“In the beginning, these people used magical beasts to forcefully raise the plants. But, they slowly 

realized that the magical beasts’ ability to nourish the spirit plants couldn’t compare to the abilities of 

martial artists. Subsequently, they began to abduct martial artists to use as fertilizer– – These martial 

artists got the name Medicinal Fertilizer. 

“Later, because too many martial artists were worried and this method to forcefully raise the plants was 

too cruel, three kingdoms united to boycott it. The people who used forceful methods to raise the plants 

through Medicinal Fertilizers were completely massacred by the angry relatives and friends of the 

martial artists who were harmed” 
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“In the past thousand years, I haven’t heard of anyone using Medicinal Fertilizers to forcefully raise 

bound black spirit plants. I even thought that these cruel methods had become extinct, I didn’t expect 

that I would see it here.” 

Hexi wrinkled her eyebrows and just as she was about to speak, she heard a feeble voice behind her. 

“Begging…… Begging you…… Kill me…… Begging you…… Kill me……” 

Hexi suddenly turned her head and saw a young lady that hadn’t even reached twenty years old laying 

on the stone bed in the opposite room. 

The girl was entirely naked***~ and her dried up and messy hair was scattered on the stone bed. 

Blue-black mushroom plants grew all over her body, turning her originally bright and clean flesh into soil 

for these “mushrooms”, her body had been suffused with a rotten and stinky smell. 

And these mushrooms had taken root deeply inside her body. Some were mixed alongside her internal 

organs and dantian, others were bound to her skeleton. Slowly, were consuming her life force. 

Hexi extended her hand, wanting to probe this young woman in order to further investigate her 

circumstances, but the Little Golden Dragon blocked her. 
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“Laoda, don’t waste your strength. These people are no longer able to be saved.” 

The Little Golden Dragon sighed and with a heavy voice, he said, “The seeds of these bound black spirit 

plants were all directly planted in this people. Afterward, with the help of these martial artists’ 

nourishment, they slowly began to germinate.” 

“Once these plants sprout, their life breath and the spirit plants merge together, becoming one. Their 

heart and soul will all be replaced by the roots of these plants. This is also why they can still breath even 

though the spirit plants have blocked up their mouth and nose.” 

“So, laoda, even if you destroyed these spirit plants, these people would be unable to continue living. 

And if you don’t eliminate these spirit plants, their life force will slowly be absorbed by these spirit 

plants until ultimately, they also die.” 

Having talked up to here, the Little Golden Dragon’s face had a sympathetic expression on it. “These 

Medicinal Fertilizers are already equal to a dead person. How long will it take for them to lose their life 

force? The only question is merely a matter of time.” 

“Furthermore, if they die because the bound black spirit plants absorbed all their life force, their mind 

will be entirely wiped out, so much so that they wouldn’t have a chance to reincarnate. Ai…… laoda, you 

killing them would be the best ending for them.” 

After hearing the Little Golden Dragon’s words, Hexi sunk into silence. 

And the young lady once again extended her hand towards Hexi, stammering, “Begging you…… Kill 

us……” 

“Rather than…… live this way…… It would be better to let me die…… Release……” 

The light in Hexi’s eyes slowly condensed and became calm. The purple vine in her hands slowly swayed 

around. 

She turned to stare at this young lady in the eyes and solemnly nodded. “Okay, I’ll agree with your 

request.” 

Just as she finished speaking, the purple vine suddenly sent out a light golden flame. When the vine 

extended forwards, the light golden flame touched the spirit plants on the young lady. 

Those bound black spirit plants violently began to shake, seeming as if they were afraid and wanted to 

run away. 

But, the light golden flame was incomparably strong. In practically the blink of an eye, it seemed to have 

swallowed the young lady and the blue-black plants inside itself. 

The light golden flame enveloped the young lady’s body. Soon, it seemed that she would die a violent 

death. But the young lady’s face let out a gratified smile, with sparkling eyes, she looked towards Hexi 

and softly said, “Thank you!” 

Moments later, the young lady on the stone bed had been burnt into bones and the bound black plants 

disappeared without a trace. 



But Hexi didn’t stop moving. 

The purple vine flew out of her body. Bringing the light golden flame, it scattered it around the entire 

basement. 
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Wherever the golden flame went, nothing escaped being burned. Everything turn into ashes. 

To the side, the Little Golden Dragon loudly clapped his hands. “Laoda is mighty, destroy all these 

harmful items!” 

In the time it took to burn a stick of incense, the several hundred bound black spirit plants this 

underground laboratory had been cultivating for several hundred years was completely destroyed by 

Hexi. 

She collected all the corpses and using a storage ring, she stored all the skeletons inside. When this 

whole situation was over, she was going to bury them outside. 

These people had no way to live a good life, so she hoped they would be able to rest in peace after 

death. 

After completely destroying the underground laboratory, Hexi brought the Little Golden Dragon along 

the the former road, heading back. 

This one time, she didn’t intend to conceal her figure. 

Since Xiao Li had already been saved, her only goal now was to make these brutes pay their debt in 

blood. 

Once the patrolling martial artists in the backyard saw Hexi, they all rushed forward to surround her. 

Moreover, all these martial artists were at high rank Foundation Establishment stage and all their 

clothes was the same. Between advance and retreat, they became each other’s corners, closing off all 

ways of escape. It was clear they were well-trained and cooperative. 

The thirty year old tall man leading them pointed at Hexi, strictly yelling, “Where did this rude youngster 

come from, daring to enter my Jiang family’s restricted area.” 

As he was talking, he was also pointing the gun in his hand at Hexi. His body exploded with fierceness. 

Hexi slowly raised her eyebrow and repeated one sentence, “Jiang family?” 

Before coming to Other Courtyard, she always believed that this whole matter was orchestrated by 

Doctor Xie. 

But the two martial artists who were just skinned inside the basement had kept saying that it was Elder 

Jiang who let them do it. 

Now this guard also said, this was Jiang family’s Other Courtyard. 
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In other words, Doctor Xie was related to these matters, but he wasn’t the mastermind. There was still 

someone behind him. 

Moreover, it was this person being called Elder Jiang. 

When the group of guards saw Hexi’s reaction, they immediately burst into loud laughter. 

One of the people inside the group even said towards the lead martial artist, “Captain, there’s no need 

to ask anymore. It’s certain he’s a lost little cash cow that, by chance, doesn’t have eyes and was 

delivered to our door.” 

“However, since this is the case and he delivered himself to our door, we should accept him. It just 

happens to be that a few days before, didn’t Elder Jiang also said that there wasn’t enough Medicinal 

Fertilizers to use?” 

“Look at this youngster, such soft and tender flesh, abundant spiritual energy. And even though he is 

only at Foundation Establishment stage, he escaped our eyes and ears and entered Other Courtyard. It 

can be assumed he has some sort of capability. As I see it, he is just right to be a Medicinal Fertilizer.” 

This group of guards encircling Hexi accessed from head to toe, apparently, they didn’t put her in their 

eyes at all.* 

Hexi actually let out an eerie smile. “Medicinal Fertilizer? Are you talking about those martial artists 

underground that are used to raise bound black spirit plants?” 

“What?!” When the captain of the guards heard what she said, his complexion immediately changed. 

“You went to the basement?” 

“How is this possible?” Another guard cried out in fear, “The basement is guarded by a mysterious iron 

door that’s a hundred jin [1]. Even a Nascent Soul stage martial artist wouldn’t be able to force it open 

without the help of a magic weapon!” 

Hexi lightly fiddled with the Purple Abyss Vine in her hands, unhurriedly saying, “Not only have I been to 

it, I also completely burned those unsightly black plants.” 

“Therefore, even if you guys find countless more Medicinal Fertilizers, I’m afraid it’s useless.” 

When everyone heard what she said, their facial expressions became bewildered. 

Just at this moment, she heard the alarmed cry of another group of patrolling guards from behind her. 

“The basement…… The basement is on fire. The fire spread up to here…… In addition, it’s spiritual fire. 

Simply can’t extinguish it!!” 
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In the blink of an eye, the bewilderment in the faces of these several people completely changed into 

alarm and astonishment. 

The captain of the guards made a prompt decision, saying to the guard next to him, “You, quickly go 

notify Elder Jiang.” 
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“You others people follow me up, get this reckless youth captured for me.” 

“Really has eaten a leopard’s guts, actually daring to come to my Jiang family’s territory and behave so 

atrociously. Today, grandpa will let you know how you will die!” 

“Exactly, this youngster is merely at Foundation Establishment stage. Don’t tell me he’s able to resist all 

of our attacks! Everyone, follow me up!” 

But without waiting for these guards to move, Hexi faintly laughed. “It doesn’t matter if you come up 

together, but none of you can think of running.” 

Right after she said that, purple vines instantly launched out of Hexi’s body. 

The person who suffered the most was precisely the guard who ran out to notify “Elder Jiang”. 

The Purple Vine neatly penetrated the guard’s bodies. In the blink of an eye, it sucked in all of the flesh 

on his body. 

The group of martial artists witnessing this scene were scared so much their two eyes turned blank. 

Some of the cowardly ones’ butts fell onto the ground. 

With great difficulty, the captain of the guards held onto the long gun in his hands and forced himself to 

stop shaking, loudly saying, “You…… In the end, who are you? Do you know where our Jiang family is?” 

Hexi’s eyes were serene and large, they didn’t contain a trace of human emotion in them. Her mouth 

lifted into a brilliant smile. It added to her beautiful appearance, making her seem prettier, like 

moonlight. 

“You’re asking who I am?” She slowly asked, even going as far as to carry a somewhat tender intonation, 

saying, “I am the Death God that will bring you guys to Hell!” 

Her words had barely sounded out when the purple vine that had already flew out and was suspended 

in the air acted as if it had received an order, without stopping, it advanced towards several people. 

All one heard was “ka ca” and in an instant, these several martial artists’ necks had been twisted and the 

vine had sucked up all their flesh. 

But there were a few martial artists who escaped the purple vine’s first attack and let out mournful calls 

for help. 

Hexi’s face didn’t show the slightest bit of panic, so much so that she was still filled with interest and 

jumped on top of a fake mountain. While sitting on the fake mountain, she swung her legs back and 

forth. 

If there wasn’t the shadow of the purple vine flashing about by her side, people from far away would’ve 

believed they were looking at a snow white and jade skinned, delicate and elegant, innocent and pure 

little youth. 

In the blink of an eye, this entire team of martial artists had been completely massacred by the Purple 

Abyss Vine. 



The Purple Abyss Vine noiselessly returned to Hexi’s hand, it’s purple leaves intimately rubbed against 

the white, jade-like wrist. 

And at this time, the other martial artists inside Other Courtyard heard this group of martial artists’ 

miserable shouting. 

Soon, there was many martial artists quickly making their way over here. There were clearly quite a few 

people here that had a high level of strength. A large part of them were at the summit of Foundation 

Establishment stage, but there were also quite a few martial artists who were at Meridians stage. 

When this group of people arrived at the scene of the murder, they were startled by all the skeletons in 

front of their eyes. 

This…… What exactly is going on? They heard the screams and rushed here, but what they saw wasn’t a 

fighting scene, instead it was a floor filled with bones of the dead. 

Suddenly, someone pointed at one of the skeletons among the corpses, crying out in fear, “Laoda, this is 

Sun Gang’s butterfly sword!” 

Sun Gang, it was precisely the captain of the guards from before. And at this moment, as this group of 

people looked on, they also discovered that the clothes these corpses were wearing were those of 

guards from Other Courtyard. 

The middle aged man that brought the group over suddenly reacted, his pair of eagle-like eyes looked 

straight at Hexi, who was sitting on top of the fake mountain. “Who is your distinguished self? Coming to 

my Jiang manor to cause trouble, don’t tell me you’re impatient of living?” 
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Hexi’s hand supported herself on the fake mountain. Her head was tilted to the side, showing her 

elegant complexion and graceful, snow-white neck. She slowly said, “I’m not impatient of living, but 

when looking at this group of unreputable people, I feel impatient.” 

“Therefore, the only option I’m left with is to send you guys off to Hell, so as to avoid hindering my 

sight.” 

“Presumptuous!” Having heard what was said, the middle-aged man was seething with anger. Pointing 

at Hexi, he shouted, “What do you count as, actually daring to come to my Jiang manor and say such 

nonsense. And you even dare to slaughter my Jiang manor’s guards, you really think my Jiang family 

doesn’t have anyone!” 

“Come, ah, follow me up. I want to see this Foundation Establishment stage waiter who acts so savage 

with a dog’s courage in my Jiang manor.” 

His words were furious, but the middle-aged man’s hand didn’t stop either. He quickly took out a cold, 

deep green long sword. 

The middle-aged man poured his spiritual energy into it, causing the sword to whiz as he swiftly flew 

towards Hexi, who was sitting on the fake mountain. 
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At the same time, those Meridians stage martial artists who followed behind the middle-aged man also 

took out their magical flying swords and waited for action. 

Soon, the green long sword already began striking in front of Hexi. The purple vines wrapped around her 

slender arm suddenly swept out, one after another. 

All that was heard was “pa” and in the blink of an eye, flames erupted all around everyone. 

That green long sword was stopped mid-air by the purple vine and without waiting for the middle-aged 

man to respond, it suddenly turned around and facing the group of people, it flew towards them. 

“Ah ah– – – –!” One of the people in the group of guards let out a woeful howl as the green long sword 

pierced through his chest. 

He slowly bowed his head to look at the long sword in his stomach, his eyes were filled with disbelief 

and astonishment. Soon after, his head became askew as he stopped breathing. 

Hexi held onto the Purple Abyss Vine as she stood on top of the fake mountain. 

Her silky, satin-like hair danced around in the wind alongside the Purple Abyss Vine, who was swaying 

about in her hands. The youth’s beautiful face showed a serene smile, seeming to be someone who 

came out of a painting. But at this moment, she looked as if she was Yama who would seize lives, 

causing people to feel terror. 

The middle-aged man’s look became even more unsightly. The flying sword that was inside the person’s 

stomach hummed several more times before returning back to his hands. 

He originally thought that this was merely a Foundation Establishment stage martial artist. Even if the 

magic weapon in their hands was more powerful and they could skillfully and easily wipe out a group of 

Foundation Establishment stage guards. But when they ran into his own group of Meridians stage 

martial artists, they wouldn’t be able to do devastation as they wished. 

But it was very clear, the fact was that his imaginations and reality were extremely far apart. 

“In the end, who are you?” Fear rose in the middle-aged man’s heart and he couldn’t help but raise his 

voice and ask. 

But before he could finish speaking, Hexi suddenly flew into the air and the purple vine in her hands 

whistled as it came out. 

All that was heard was a loud “peng” as the purple vine rolled up ten or so Foundation Establishment 

stage martial artists. Soon after, they were ruthlessly flung into a wall. 

It was a pity, these Foundation Establishment stage martial artists’ weren’t at a high rank, so when the 

Purple Abyss Vine rolled them up, their spiritual energy defense was also eliminated. Without their 

spiritual energy defense, they became ordinary people. 

To be flung so ruthlessly against the wall, they didn’t even groan before all their bones were shattered 

as they cleanly died. 



At this moment, the middle-aged man’s facial expression was very alarmed, he was just about to call for 

everyone to go up together. 

When suddenly, there was the sound of someone clapping behind him. Soon after, an old man wearing 

a smiling expression slowly said, “Good skill, good magic weapon. Sure enough, the hero is a young man, 

ah!” 
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“It’s hard to believe that Genius Doctor is so young. Not only do you have exceptional medical skills, 

unexpectedly, your cultivation stage is also so excellent. Really makes our group of old men not want to 

admit to our old age!” 

His words had just been said when Hexi saw the group of guards who were originally surrounding her, 

including the middle-aged man, all let out revering expressions. One by one, these several people all 

stepped aside, creating a road. 

At the end of the road, several tall, male silhouettes walked over. 

All she saw was a male wearing a gray cloth gown with a long beard. His eyes were fixed on Hexi, they 

were filled with jealousy and bitter resentment. But it wasn’t Doctor Xie, who was it? 

There was a fifty or sixty year old man walking in front of Doctor Xie. His hair and beard was already 

grizzled and his face had even more pronounced wrinkles. 

This old man was clearly many years older than Doctor Xie, but the brightness in his eyes was hidden [1] 

and from head to toe, the movement of his spiritual energy didn’t even leak out a tiny bit, this was 

clearly an expert. 

And seeing Doctor Xie’s respectfulness when standing behind him, it explained that this person was 

Other Courtyard’s master and was also most likely the Elder Jiang these people kept mentioning. 

And behind Elder Jiang and Doctor Xie, there were also two robust males following behind them. Their 

entire body was filled with muscles and looking at their cultivation, they had clearly already reached the 

summit of Meridians stage, far surpassing the guards in this courtyard by quite a bit. 

Hexi only used her own special ability to examine and could clearly see that this Elder Jiang’s cultivation 

was already– – at the middle of Gold Core stage. 

With Hexi’s current cultivation stage, any martial artists under Gold Core stage didn’t have any 

importance to her. But if she opposed someone at Gold Core stage, especially someone at the middle of 

Gold Core stage, the outcome was unknown. 

Doctor Xie looked towards Hexi, the cold light in his eyes turned around before he chuckled. “Elder 

Jiang, this is the person this subordinate spoke to you about on that day, Genius Doctor Xi.” 

Saying this, he looked towards Hexi and insincerely smiled. “Genius Doctor Xi, you’re wrong. We left a 

slip of paper at your house with good intentions and thoughts, inviting you over to be an honorable 

guest.” 
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“Even if you weren’t grateful, how can you sneakily infiltrate our Other Courtyard and even harm the 

guards here?” 

Doctor Xie didn’t get to finish speaking when Elder Jiang stopped him, insincerely saying, “How do you 

speak Chongming, Genius Doctor Xie is the honorable guest we expected. No matter how she came, we 

still welcome her.” 

Saying this, he beamed at Hexi. His expression and tone as he spoke was full of benevolence without the 

slightest hint of malice, “We’re honored by your presence, Genius Doctor Xie. Your presence really 

brings light to my humble Other Courtyard, ah!” 

“The people under my hand didn’t recognize Genius Doctor Xie and upset your distinguished self, please 

don’t take offense.” 

Hexi’s face also held a mild smile. Her exquisite five organs were faintly shone on by the candle light in 

the dark night, occasionally she looked innocent and from time to time she looked demonic. “The guards 

here didn’t recognize me, so they acted out.” 

“Then the people in my Bie Courtyard, they clearly knew, but they still acted out?” 

Elder Jiang was startled, looking at the youth in front of him, he became absent minded for a moment. 

He had heard Doctor Xie say before, the genius doctor, was able to repair fractured bones and mend 

arteries and veins, was a young man. 

He now saw with his own eyes and shockingly found that this youth’s age was so young, had such a 

fragile figure, and elegant appearance. 

He clearly had the pretty complexion of a young lady, but his two eyes were piercing and frigid, as if one 

would shiver from just looking because of fright and coldness. 


